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Sri Vishnu Educational Society (SVES) believes that a safe, secure and cohesive learning 

climate is an ineluctable precondition to quality education and research in HEIs and gives utmost 

importance to safety and security of students.  Our prime concern is to ensure that students are 

safeguarded against attacks, threats and accidents, both man-made and natural. The best practices 

and standard operating procedures that can substantively protect students from any threats and 

assaults, physical, social or psychological are followed.  

Safety, security And counseling measures: 

1)The physical infrastructure housing students, whether Institutions or hostels, was secured by a 

boundary wall of such height that it cannot be scaled over easily and  to further fortify it, a fence 

of spiraling barbed wires was  surmounted on the wall. 

2) Entry point to the institution as well as hostels are restricted and manned by security guards all 

over the campus. 

3) Along with men, we also hired woman security personnel and female wardens/care takers in 

girl’s hostels. A special wing is established for patrolling the campus in all aspects 

4) CC TV cameras are placed in all the areas of campus round the clock; security personnel are 

vigilant throughout the day to ensure safety in all the areas in campus 

5) We strictly maintain identity verification mechanism and register of unknown entrants/visitors 

with their identity proofs and contact details. 

6) We limit the speed of vehicles of day scholar students in campus to 30 km/hour  

7) For hostlers, we maintain Biometric way of marking student movement at campus main gate  

is an effective way to overcome proxy and overcomes the fear of parents about their children 

safety and movements in and out of campus 

8)  We provide easily identifiable and authentic ID cards and wearing of such cards in the 

institutional premises was made compulsory by administration. 



9) We implement strict actions against ragging, sexual harassment. 

10) In our institute, Teacher will  act as the guardians of students at the college level, should 

remain in close touch with the students allotted to them though out the year, cater to their 

emotional and intellectual needs and convey their growth report and feedback on attendance, 

examination results etc to their parents at regular interval of time. They will coordinate with 

wardens of hostels and exchange personal details of students, academic record and behavior 

patterns for prompt pre-emptive or corrective action. 

11) On-campus medical facilities are available 24 hours to the students and  one ambulance will 

be kept in ready mode for attending emergency and crisis situations. 

12) We installed fire extinguishing systems to protect from fire accidents 

13) In case of food outlets, canteens and messes, we ensure that standards of quality and hygiene 

are strictly observed to prevent food poisonings and water borne infections. 

Apart from those mentioned above, our institute provides separate common rooms for boys and 

girls and safety lockers are provided to them individually and they are monitored under CC TVs 

surveillance 

For young children of staff and students, a day care centre (Crèche) was established in Green 

meadows inside the campus. 

 Finally, we believe that Personal safety is all about Attitude, Awareness, Avoidance and 

Action. We will prepare the staff as well as students and made them aware of their 

surroundings, to avoid risks and to enhance overall safety. 
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